Various models and mechanisms of Highly-Charged Ion (HCI) and swift-heavy ion (SHI) energy transfer into the solid target, such as hollow atom formation, charge screening, neutralization, shock wave generation, crater formation, and sputtering were analyzed. A new plasma model of space charge neutralization based on impact ionization of semiconductors at high electric fields was developed and applied to analyze HCI impacts on Si and W. Surface erosions of semiconductor and metal surfaces caused by HCI bombardments were studied by using Molecular Dynamics simulation method and the results were compared with experimental sputtering data.
INTRODUCTION
Interactions of energetic ions, such as highly-charged ions (HCI), swift heavy ions (SHI) and fission derbis with solid surfaces and bulk materials have fundamental and practical interests in such areas as magnetic storage [1] , latent track formation [2] , multiple ionization in solid targets [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , spallation neutron sources [8] , Extreme Ultra-Violet Lithography (EUVL) source development [9] , HCI driven SIMS for surface analysis [10] , protein desorption by HCI impacts [11] .
HCI impacts on semiconductor and insulator targets have many similarities to the impacts of SHI with solid targets. As at an impact of a swift ion with an insulating surface, the sputtering yield of HCI is significantly higher than that predicted by the linear sputtering theory [12] and cannot be understood within any of the existing theoretical models [13] . The potential energy of the colliding HCI is transferred into the electronic degrees of freedom of the target.
A plasma model of the swift ion interaction with surfaces developed in [6] , predicts that a track core is formed in τ 0 ~ 10 -17 s. The track core is formed by the heavy ion collisions * insepov@anl.gov, Tel. 1-630-252-5049, Fax: 1-630-252-3250 with target's atoms at small impact parameter and the average diameter of the core is about 1Å. δ-electrons are ejected and excited states are created. A strong electric field attracts the emitted δ-electrons and returns them back to the core region within τ 1 ~ 10 -14 s. The core region ions start expanding due to Coulomb interaction during this stage and obtain some kinetic energy. The core atoms are excited and expected to have long lifetimes τ 2 ~ 10 -9 s.
The hot electronic system eventually transfer the energy into the cold ionic system at t ≥ τ 2 .
Molecular Dynamics (MD) method is a powerful theoretical method for calculating important energetic ion-surface collision characteristics, such as shock wave generation, crater formation, obtaining sputtering and reflection yields, sticking probabilities of ions on various surfaces, studying substrate temperature effects [13] . MD is also capable of investigating thermodynamics and kinetics of solid state plasma generated by powerful laser or energetic heavy ion interaction with solid targets [7] .
The aim of this paper is to study erosion of semiconductor and metal surfaces irradiated with highly-charged ions. Tungsten substrate was chosen as an important high-Z material for future fusion, EUV-lithography, and heavy ion fusion device developements.
SIMULATION MODELS

Electronic model of hollow atom (HA) formation
A widely-used model to study the relaxation (neutralization) of HCI approaching a metal or semiconductor surface gives the following scenario [14] . The strong Coulomb field of HCI can pull the electrons from the solid surface. The electrons are then captured into Rydberg states of the ion by the mechanism of resonant capture. Thus, a super-excited state, the so-called hollow atom (HA), is formed which evolves further by emitting electrons and/or photons via the Auger processes 1 .
The potential energy of Xe +q (q ≤ 54) is calculated by a multi-configuration DiracFock method [15] . Formation of the HA was modeled by switching the interaction potential of Xe ion with the surface atoms. The dynamics of HA formation was studied via visualization of the events by recording movies at various energies and charge states q. Fig. 1 shows a physical model of HA formation. The potential function of a highlycharged ion is shown as a solid curve HCI; and the total energy of HCI is roughly equal to the total ionization energy: Epi = q*I Xe , where q is the charge state. HA depicts the potential function of a hollow atom. The classical over-the-barrier (COB) model [14, 16] is widely used to estimate the distance where the first resonant charge transfer can take place.
Resonant neutralization of HCI occurs at a distance x 0 where two potential curves cross each other.
Where W is the work function of the surface, q is the charge state of HCI. The classical over-the-barrier model estimates the distance above a flat metal surface where HCI is neutralized: x 0 ~ 20 Å. The capture takes place into electronic shell of the HCI with a high principal quantum number of n c :
The HA lifetime is much greater than the interaction time of HA with the surface which is of the order of τ I ~ 10 -13 s [17] .
The energy balance gives the following relation between the HCI potential energy Epi and the potential energy of the fully singly-ionized volume in the substrate, Eq:
where N q and I si are the number of Si + ions created during the HA formation and the ionization energy of a Si atom; E se and E ph are the energies spent for generation of secondary electrons and photons, respectively.
Our MD simulation of HA formation is based on the COB model [14, 16] . We assumed that the processes of charge capture from the surface and electric field screening inside the target are much faster than those that lead to surface sputtering and crater formation. A similar approach is used in Ref. 18 .
Simple model of space charge neutralization
The total number of electrons pulled out of the solid surface can be greater than the initial charge of the ion and is controlled by the total energy conservation law. If the process of HCI relaxation is fast enough, a highly charged zone is formed in close proximity or 'below' the falling ion. Strong repulsive interaction between the newly formed ions belonging to the target produces the so-called "Coulomb explosion" effect, which, in turn, leads to formation of a nanocrater on the surface and an enhancement in sputtering.
According to the thrmodynamics of ion-electron plasma, an exsessive charge with the density ρ insered into a plasma with the volume V will be be neutralized within a characteristic time called the Maxwell relaxation time. This time could be obtained by a solution of the static Maxwell equations for the electric field E, current density J and the conductivity σ as follows:
In a 1D case, the solution of (4) can be found analytically:
Here, N q (t) = ρV, the total number of charges at a time t. ε and ε 0 -are the electical permittivities of a material and vacuum, respectively. This neutralization time has the following meaning: if this time is passed after the charge was introduced into a plasma, the electrical potential of the charge is screened by a Debye-Hückel field.
A formula similar to eq. (5-a) was proposed in a Ref. [18] , where the neutralization times were obtained from experiemnts, without referring them to the Maxwell relaxation time. A simple plasma relaxation model proposed here by eq. (5) allows one to find the neutralization times directly from the fundametal properties of materials. Table 1 shows the times calculated by using formula (5-b) 3 .
It is known that an HCI is neutralized very rapidly ( < 10 fs) in solids [15] . Therefore, the electronic potential energy of HCI (the energy needed to strip the atomic electrons to the charge state +q of the HCI) is released very near the surface. The higher the charge of the ion, the more effect it produces on the surface during bombardment.
There are two important physical effects that were taken into acccount: charge neutralization and electric field screening. These two effects are closely related. Namely, the screened electrical potential is applied to charges after the neutralization time has passed.
The characteristic charge neutralization time was approximated by the Maxwell relaxation time which gives τ n ≈ 1 ps for Si. Therefore, charge neutralization in Si could be neglected because this time is much longer than the interaction time. However, these times are much shorter for conductive targets. 
3.Plasma model of space charge neutralization
Space charge neutralization due to a HCI impact on a surface is rather a complex task as it involves drift and ambipolar diffusion of two or more types of charge carriers.
Therefore, the neutralization time of the space charge should be obtained as a solution of the set of equations that contain drift-diffusion, Auger transitions, lattice and impurity relaxation terms; and this will be the subject of a separate study. Here we will study charge neutralization at a HCI impact based on a simplified model. 
Where e is the elemental charge amount (e > 0), D e,h are the diffusion coefficients and µ e,h are the mobilities of the intrinsic electrons and holes at temperature T and that were created by impact ionization in the space charge field. The Einstein relationship between the diffusion coefficients and the mobilities D e,h = µ e,h k B T/e lets to employ the electric field dependent diffusion coefficients; N e,h are the corresponding carrier densities. The third equation for the flux J ch in the system (6) belongs to core holes, i.e. to vacancies in K-and Lshells of target atoms. 4 
K, L-shell vacancies
By using eq. (6) the continuity equations for the electron-hole plasma system can be written in the following form [19] : 
Where τ Auger is the Auger transition time, G ii is the rate of impact ionization given by the Chynoweth law [20] .
Here the coefficients α n , α h for the impact ionization rates are given in Ref. [21] and are shown in Table 2 . The transitions between the bound and free electron states are well studied in a conventional plasma [22] . However, the solid state plasma generated by a HCI impact in a solid target is much more complex than the gas plasma. The solid state plasma contains the core hole states (ch), e.g. the K,L-shell vacancies created by the process of hollow atom formation, free carriers (e,h) intrinsically existing in semiconductor due to a thermal excitation; Auger carriers and the charges generated by impact ionziation in strong electric field which are rather difficult to evaluate. The carrier-phonon and carrier-impurity relaxation terms are usually much slower for indirect semiconductors than the neutralization time and they can be neglected.
Therefore, in our preliminary study we will simplify the processes by assuming that there are exist electrons and two types of holes: heavy ones that are induced by HCI impact; and light holes that are intrinsic or generated by impact ionization. The transitions between the heavy and light holes occurs with the times characteristic for the Auger transition processes.
Molecular Dynamics
Molecular Dynamics (MD) has been widely used before to calculate temperature, pressure and energy of planar (one-dimensional) steady-state shock waves [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , to determine the velocity of a surface shock wave due to ion impact [27] , to simulate a shock wave generation within a cluster [28] , and to study cluster impacts [29] [30] [31] .
In the present paper, the dynamics of an energetic HCI impacts on Si and W (100) surfaces were examined by a multi-scale MD method.
The boundary conditions were used as in our previous papers [37] , where a multiscale Molecular Dynamics method was developed. This method combines conventional atomistic MD, for the central cluster collisional zone, with a continuum mechanics representation, for the rest of a system. It significantly reduces the system size and can keep the accuracy of the energy flow through the system boundaries.
The basic MD cell was divided into spherical layers of width dr and the local target variables such as temperature, pressure, energy and the velocity of moving matter (mass velocity) within a spherical layer were calculated. Local target temperatures were obtained from the equipartition theorem by deducting atomic kinetic energies from the average kinetic energy for the given spherical layer and local pressures were calculated from virial formula [23, 24, 38] .
A shock wave front in an ideal non-viscous and a non-thermal conductive gas is a zero-thickness surface which moves with a hypersonic velocity. In a real solid it has a certain thickness defined by a real material viscosity and thermal conductivity [39] . At a shock-front, the local temperature, pressure, and energy acquire an abrupt increase from their equilibrium values before the front, e.g. room temperature and zero pressure, to much higher values, behind the front. In a classical (macroscopic) shock, the pressure, volume (or density), and the temperature in front of and behind the wave are related through a simple formula known as Hugoniot's relation which represents mass, momentum, and energy conservation laws [39] .
The atomic scale shock wave emerging from the cluster impact has been obtained as a steep increase of radial and transversal kinetic energies of the target atoms according to the technique described above for which a spherical layer thickness dr = 3Å was used as in [23, 24] . The front of this rise has been considered as a shock wave front. This definition of a shock wave front was used in [25, 26] for a planar shock.
Surface erosion of solid targets
MD models of surface sputtering were developed for various materials that included Si, W, and Nb, and for various energy regions. The Stillinger-Weber and Born-Mayer potential functions were used for Si [40, 41] , and a Finnis-Sinclair potentials for bcc tungsten [42] .
The surface slab was bombarded by HCIs Xe +q where the charge state was varied q = 8-44. The dynamics of particle ejection (sputtering) from the surface and crater formation on the surface by an HCI impact were simulated. The particles representing the charged zone on the surface were placed inside the hemisphere with its equator lying on the upper plane of the sample. The number of the ions N q is computed by the MD method so that the total potential energy of ions (Eq) embedded in a hemispherical region plus the ionization energy of N q ions should be equal to the potential energy of the incident Xe q+ (Epi).
The sputtering yields as a function of the potential energy of Xe q+ were studied. We have obtained this value as a long-time limit of a function y (t) which represents the total number of atoms that crossed a certain control plane at a height z cut above the surface, with z cut taken as a parameter. The value of z cut = 2R cut was chosen, where R cut is the cutoff distance for the interaction potential. The atoms crossing the plane placed at z cut will leave the solid.
Damage to the target caused by energetic ion impacts was studied by calculating local thermodynamic variables, such as temperature, density, hydrodynamic pressure, shear and normal stresses, the coordination number, the slip vector, and the symmetry parameter of the local environment for each atom. [43] .
SIMULATION RESULTS
HCI interaction with Si and W
The silicon and tungsten sputtering yields were calculated for various neutralization times τ n = 0.1-1000 fs. The calculated and experimental results from Ref. [15] are shown in Fig. 3 Our comparison shows a good agreement of the calculated data with the measurements of the yield from Si and are in the same order of magnitude for all semiconducting materials.
For small neutralization times (τ n < 15 fs), there are two characteristic energy intervals where the sputtering yields have a small slope below the threshold, and a higher, approximately 5/3
power-law dependence, above it. The threshold energies for these two energy regions are almost the same for CsI, SiO2, LiF, and Si, and bigger for W.
Shock wave generation was studied for a Xe +44 HCI impact on a Si (100) surface. The upper solid line in Fig. 3 is drawn according to a simple shock-wave theory model [39] which predicts a linear dependence of the sputtering yield on the total Coulomb energy. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the radial (Fig. 4-a) and tangential (Fig. 4-b ) kinetic energies on time and radial distance from the collision spot on the top of the Si target. These figures reveal two different shock waves, with the velocities of 18.3 and 19 km/s for the forward and rarefaction waves, respectively. After a few hundreds of fs, the forward wave decays and propagates with a slow wave velocity, of 8.6 km/s, which we should relate to a longitudinal acoustic wave. The tangential waves moving forward have the same velocities ( Fig. 4-b) .
Velocity distribution of the ejected atoms reveals the mechanism of sputtering -the shock wave mechanism gives a v -3 dependence at higher velocities which can be obtained from the shock wave theory [37, 39] .
A preliminary analysis based on the local atomic stresses and on the slip vector calculation [43] showed that HCI craters strongly emit dislocation loops and stacking faults that are located near the surface and are stable for the whole period of simulation which was 75 ps. The maximum calculated shear stress for the tungsten target was well above the lattice strength and the tungsten bulk modulus [46] . Such extended defects can easily be the driving force for the surface hillocks observed on the top of conductive surface irradiated by HCI and by high-energy heavy ions [47] [48] [49] . . Fig. 5b ) shows a larger crater formed by an Xe +44 ion that was having energy of 50 KeV, with the neutralization time of τ n = 1fs.
The main difference of the HCI craters compared with those produced by conventional heavy ion collisions is that the HCI craters have very small (as in Fig. 5a ) or no rims (as in Fig. 5b ) around the crater. This is an important feature that can be used for surface analysis applications with HCI, membrane treatment in biotechnology, wafer etching in semiconductor and magnetic storage industry. Fig. 6 shows the shape of the crater simulated on a Si (100) surface bombarded with a Xe +44 HCI. The rim diameter of the simulated crater shown in Fig. 6 is of the order of ~100Å which is somewhat smaller than the experimental value of 150Å measured for a Xe +44 impact on a Si (100) [50] . The descrepancy between these two crater diameters can be related to a possible oxidation of the craters on Si surfaces in experiment. The reported Si sputtering yield of Si atoms was of the order of ~ 100/ion. This yield is two orders of magnitude less than the total number of atoms ~ 4×10 4 that can fill out a crater with the diameter of 150Å.
The only way these two experimental values match to each other is if the crater in experiment was heavily oxidized after the sputtering.
Space charge neutralization in Silicon
The set of equations (7- Table 3 .
The electron-hole plasma generated by a HCI collision with semiconductor and/or insulator surfaces is strongly non-ideal and close in features to the plasma generated by femtosecond laser irradiation [51] . In the density-temperature phase diagram such plasma corresponds to "warm dense matter" [52] . Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the electron-hole plasma coupling parameter Γ = (4πn e /3) 1/3 e 2 /(k B T e ) and the number of the particles in the Debye sphere .
The e-h plasma is "hot" , with the average temperature of T e,h = 0.25 eV [53] . Fig. 9 shows that at the densities of 10 17 -10 18 cm -3 , the coupling parameter becomes larger than unity; and the number of ions in the Debye sphere becomes less than unity. Such strongly coupled plasma can successfully be studied by computer simulation methods such as
Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics [7] .
SUMMARY
Surface charge neutralization by formation of electron-hole plasma was studied and a simulation model was developed for HCI impacts on a semiconductor surface. The plasma model predicts that the strong electric field of the induced charge is capable of impact ionization of hot electron-hole plasma. The new plasma model predicts characteristic neutralization times ~ 1 fs of the space charge induced by a highly-charged ion impact on a
Si surface that can be explained by impact ionization.
The hot electron-hole plasma formed by the impact ionization is strongly non-ideal and have a lifetime below 1-10 fs. It can be therefore used for numerous applications that need very short times in the range from atto-to femtoseconds such as quantum dot radiation, defect analysis, shock wave registration.
Various mechanisms of surface erosion by HCI ion bombardment were studied by Molecular Dynamics (MD) method: surface erosion due to shock wave generation, crater formation, and sputtering of Si (100) and W (100) surfaces irradiated by highly charged Xe +q ions (q = 8-44).
The diameter of the simulated careter is smaller than the experimental value obtained for a Xe+44 impact on a Si (100) surface, which can be explained by a possible oxidation of the crater in experiment.
The calculated sputtering yields of Si surfaces bombarded by highly-charged Xe +q ions show a good agreement with existing experiments. A preliminary analysis of the stresses and dislocation emission from the impacts of HCI and accelerated clusters has been conducted.
The main difference of the HCI craters compared with those produced by conventional heavy ion collisions is that the HCI craters have a clean crater, with a small or no rim at all around the crater. This is an important feature that can be used for surface analysis applications with HCI, membrane treatment in biotechnology, wafer etching in semiconductor and magnetic storage industry. 3a) . Comparison of calculated sputtering yield for Si and W surfaces with experimental data available for Si [15] . The dashes are linear fits to the data points and MD data. The tungsten yields are calculated for two neutralization times: τ n = 1 and 100 fs. The solid lines are drawn according to a simple shock-wave theory model [39] and as a 3/2 power law. Fig.  3b) shows comparison of simulation results with experimental data for metals Al, Cu, Ni [15] . The neutralization times for metals are given in Table 1 .
a) b)
Fig . 4-a) . The radial kinetic energy of the target atoms on time and radial distance from the collision spot on the top of the Si target . Fig. 4-b) . The tangential kinetic energy of the target atoms on time and radial distance from the collision spot on the top of the Si target . Fig. 5 . Two crater shapes obtained by our molecular dynamics simulations. Fig. 5 a) shows the crater formed by Xe +30 ion with the potential energy of 17 KeV, the neutralization time τ n =1fs. Fig. 5 b) shows a much shallower crater formed by an Xe +44 ion that was having energy of 50 KeV, the neutralization time τ n =1fs. Fig. 6 . The shape of the crater formed on a Si (100) surface by bombardment of a Xe +44 HCI. The rim diameter of the simulated crater shown above is of the order of ~100Å which is less than the experimental value of 150Å measured for a Xe +44 impact on a Si (100) [50] . The descrepancy between these two crater diameters can be related to a possible oxidation of the craters on Si surfaces in experiment. (7). The initial variables are as follows: N q =10 3 , r 0 =100Å which correspond to a high-energy impact. The Si parameters and transport coefficients used in the calculation are given in Table 3 . Fig. 8 . (Color) Space-time evolution of the electric field and the total charge density N h +N ch -N e . The initial variables are as follows: N q =100, r 0 =100Å. The Si parameters and transport coefficients used in the calculation are given in Table 3 . Table 2 . The electron and hole impact ionization rates satisfy the Chynoweth's law [20, 21] :
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